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Introducing RISE Siding and Trim

RISE Building Products has been developing technically   
advanced, affordable, synthetic fiber-based products since 
2005. The key to positive performance of all RISE products,  
including RISE Siding, and RISE Trim, is the use of various  
synthetic fibers as the core ingredients. The natural fibrous 
properties of wood gives it the strong and sturdy qualities 
that have made wood the most trusted building material for 
decades. RISE Building Products also uses a fiber construction, 
however, the synthetic fibers RISE uses (polyester and nylon), 
are intertwined throughout the length of the boards. 
RISE synthetic products have exceptional strength and 
sturdiness. In addition, and unlike wood, our synthetic 
construction process protects RISE Siding and RISE Trim 
from moisture, freeze / thaw cycles, and decay.

“Every once in a while
 a new technology, an old problem, 

and a big idea turn into an innovation.”
Dean Kamen 

Synthetic 
Wood

1   Northwest
RISE is the perfect 
alternative for homeowners in the Northwest who admire 
the true look of wood, and who also experience heavy 
moisture on a regular basis, and along coastal areas. 
	 n Heavy moisture
	 n Coastal areas – salty environments
	 n Admire the true look of wood
	 n Take natural resources very seriously

2   Midwest
Hot summers, cold winters, and moisture throughout the 
year make RISE the ideal choice for the Midwest. It has 
low expansion and contraction, and doesn’t decay when 
in contact with the ground. 
	 n Hot summers / cold winters     
  (100° temperature swings)
	 n Heavy snow
	 n Freeze-Thaw cycles
	 n Moderate moisture

Engineered to Perform
The advanced technology of synthetic 
fiber-based  RISETM Building Products makes 
our siding and trim wood replacement 
products look and feel just like real wood.

They’re also more capable of holding up 
under all weather conditions, including  
high moisture, and severe freeze / thaw 
conditions, because, like plastic, they’ll 
outperform wood, OSB, and fiber cement 
products.

RISE Siding is available in 20’ lengths, 
making it ideal for long runs with minimal 
seams, and significantly reducing waste.
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C O M P L E T E  E X T E R I O R  S O L U T I O N 

  RISE Performance Characteristics:
	 n	 Decay and rot-resistant, including 
  ground contact
	 n	 Minimal expansion and contraction rates
	 n	 2-sided water protection 
  (front and back)
	 n	 Resistant to freeze / thaw issues 
 	 n	 Looks, feels and works just like real wood
	 n	 Non-toxic 
	 n	 Participant in circular economy
	 n	 RISE Siding available in 20’ length   
  with minimal seams; reduced waste

RISE Siding and Trim have unique 
values that make them the perfect, 
affordable, high-performance products 
for all types of weather environments.

RISE was specifically designed to meet 
the rigorous requirements 

Performance
 Based Solution

of the Building Industry. 
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3   New England & Northeast
The high moisture resistant qualities of RISE make it the 
perfect siding and trim product for New England, and 
throughout the Northeast:
	 n Coastal area – salty environments
	 n 100° temperature swings
	 n Heavy snow
	 n Freeze-thaw cycles
	 n Appreciation for classic 
  clapboard look

4   Atlantic Coast & South
RISE performs exceptionally well in high heat environ-
ments, and where water and humidity are common, like 
on the Atlantic Coast and in the South.
	 n High temperature areas
	 n Summers with heavy rains; high humidity
	 n Coastal areas 
  – salt environments
	 n High UV area
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R I S E T M  T E C H N O L O G Y

RISE Building Products parent company, 
RISE Composite Technologies, has patented 
a manufacturing process, RISE™ Technology, 
that compresses carpet fibers, and other 
synthetic materials, into dense and durable 
wood replacement products, including RISE 
Siding and RISE Trim.   

In our state-of-the-art facility, RISE participates 
in the circular economy, by recycling, and 
re-purposing, expensive polymers used in 
carpet fibers, and other industrial fibers, that 
would otherwise be sent to landfills. RISE is 
able to create extremely durable synthetic 
products that are affordable, aesthetically 
pleasing, environmentally friendly, and that 
outperform wood, wood-based, and 
cement-based products.

Technology forever changes 
the world we live in.  

Technology
Based

Solution
Innovative solutions for homebuilders 

to deliver excellence, customer 
satisfaction and a healthy bottom line.

01  Sourced Carpet and 
 Industrial Fibers
We work with state and industry partners 
to help us source synthetic fibers as our 
main raw ingredient.

03  Pressed
Massive pressure is applied to the 
synthetic fibers and added resins to 
produce a dense, fibrous sheet.

02  Cleaned and Mixed 
Synthetic fibers are cleaned to remove 
impurities, and then ground and mixed 
to produce a consistent raw good.

01 02

FPO

 RISE
A PROUD PARTICIPANT 

IN THE CIRCULAR 
ECONOMY
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04  Protective Water Barrier
A protective water barrier is applied 
to the top and bottom of each sheet, 
which increases moisture resistance and 
decreases thermal movement.

05  Cut 
Sheets are cut to board widths,  
ensuring consistency in thickness  
and finish.

06  Painted 
All boards are painted with Sherwin- 
Williams, or other high-performance 
coatings, and heat cured in our ovens.

RISE synthetic siding and trim — cutting 
edge technology combines with industry 
experience to create unique solutions for 
today’s homes.

03 04 05 06

PROTECTIVE WATER 
BARRIER
(TOP AND BOTTOM)

PROTECTIVE WATER
BARRIER
(TOP AND BOTTOM)

SHORT SYNTHETIC 
FIBERS
- Clean, Smooth Surface

LONG SYNTHETIC FIBERS/
POLYMER CORE
- Strength
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P E R F O R M A N C E

"A beautiful home is like 
owning a beautiful painting, 

except  you can live in it."
Mickie Drexler

First impressions are important, 
especially when selling your home. 

Long Lasting
Curb Appeal

A home with effort put into its’ curb appeal 
can increase the value by 10%.

Some plastic products have certainly met performance 
standards, but have fallen short on aesthetics, because  
they look too much like plastic. Other products, including 
wood- fiber composites, may have met the aesthetic goals 
of real wood, however, they have just as clearly been 
unable to meet long term durability, installation simplicity, 
and performance requirements.

Homeowners expect aesthetically  
pleasing homes, and exceptional  
performance standards.

Performance is a long-term necessity.

Cracking: 
The strong, sturdy and 
impact-resistant quality 
of RISE protects it from 
cracking often associated 
with other more 
brittle products.

Minimal seams:  
RISE Siding is available 
in 20’ lengths, which 
minimizes problematic 
butt joins, and enhances 
curb appeal.

Moisture decay:  
RISE synthetic products  
will not degrade from mois-
ture, including freeze / 
thaw conditions, like wood 
and other products do 
when put in contact with 
the ground.
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At RISE Building Products we take natural 
resources, and the environment, very 
seriously. Our patented new approach 
toward manufacturing allows us to create 
affordable, high-performing, and 
durable wood replacement products 
that look and feel just like real 
wood, and that help sustain 
our environment.

“The greatest and most rewarding challenge in 
 environmentalism is figuring out how builders and 
homeowners can meet their goals and needs while 
protecting the environment.”

 Attributed to Gale Norton

Addressing the challenge of our 
global community.

S U S T A I N A B I L I T Y

Protecting 
the  

Environment

 RISE
A PROUD PARTICIPANT 

IN THE CIRCULAR 
ECONOMY
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P R O D U C T S

RISE Siding and RISE Trim 
are available in a vertical wood grain 
finish, and are offered in all the typical 
sizes needed to complete your home’s 
exterior. They’re pre-finished in white and 
seven colors specifically chosen to work 
well with all types of home styles. 

High Performance Coatings
RISE siding and trim products are primed 
or pre-finished with Sherwin-Williams and 
other high-performance coatings.

Performance Comparison
 PVC OSB Fiber Wood RISE
   Cement

Ground Contact X    X

Impact Resistance X X X  X

Look/Feel of Wood  X  X X

Low Job Site Waste X X  X X

Minimal Expansion/Contraction       X

Moisture Resistance X    X

Non-Toxic     X

Paint Adhesion X    X

Positive Environmental Impact     X

Protective Barrier (2-sided)     X

Stiffness  X X X  

Ease of Workability X X  X X 

featuring RISETM Technology

RISE SIDING 

THICKNESS WIDTH  LENGTH

Actual Actual Reveal Actual

3/8” 5.25” 4” 20’
3/8” 8.25” 7” 20’ 
      

RISE Siding Available Sizes 
in Vertical Wood Grain
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Product availability and colors vary by region. 
Please contact your building materials provider for details. 

Please also visit risebuildingproducts.com to learn 
more about RISE Siding, RISE Trim, companion products, 
and on-going product and color updates.

RISE Trim 
Color

Porcelain White

RISE Siding 
Colors

9097 Harvest Brown

2824 Golden Oak

7018 Dove Grey

6178 Highland Sage

9150 Storm Blue

7678 Canvas Cream

7051 Smoke Grey

Porcelain White
featuring RISETM Technology

RISE TRIM 
Nominal Size   
 1” x     4” x  16’
 1” x     6” x  16’
 1” x     8” x  16’
 1” x  10” x  16’
 1” x  12” x  16’

 5/4” x     4” x  16’
 5/4” x     6” x  16’
 5/4” x     8” x  16’
 5/4” x  12” x  16’

RISE Trim Available Sizes 
in Vertical Wood Grain
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Even though RISE Siding and RISE Trim 
are manufactured using patented RISE™ 
Technology, building professionals can 
rest assured that RISE can be worked and 
installed similar to wood.

W O R K A B I L I T Y

"We find when workers have 
quality materials that  are easy 

to work with, they’re happier 
and more productive"

For complete installation instructions 
please visit 
risebuildingproducts.com/resources.html
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n	 RISE is shipped on pallets, and wrapped in a protective shroud.
n	 Protective foam is placed between product.
n	 Store the pallets on a level, flat surface.
n	 RISE can be cut with standard wood working tools: circular saws,  
 table saws, miter saws and routers.
n	 Stainless nails are recommended for best rust proof results.
n	 Nail guns can be used at proper pressure. 
n	 Adhesives can be used to bond pieces of RISE.
 -  A two-part methyl methacrylate adhesive       
       is recommended.
 -  Do not apply adhesive to painted surface.
n	 Although RISE is pre-finished, it can still be painted.
n	 Touch up paint kits are available from RISE Building Products.   
 Touch-up paint for the RISE colors can be purchased at your   
 local Sherwin Williams store. 
n	 RISE Siding and RISE Trim can be cleaned with a light detergent  
 and/or a power washer set to the largest fan setting.

Craftsmanship is not compromised 
with RISE Siding or RISE 
Trim. They can be 
worked and 
installed just 
like wood.

Dense material gives a clean cut. 

Works Like
Wood

Pre-finished to save time and 
cost on the job site.
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 RISE
A PROUD PARTICIPANT 

IN THE CIRCULAR 
ECONOMY

featuring RISETM Technology


